Easy PV mounting for sloping roofs

¤ Quick design of solar field
¤ Special aluminum profile for inclined roofs
¤ “One-fit-all” mounting solution for any roofs and PV modules*
¤ “All included” solution
¤ Saving at logistics, materials and assembly works
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Compatibility with different
roofs and modules

Corrugated metal

Metal tile

Fibre cement roofing

Bitumen slate

72 cells
60 cells

Bitumen shingles

6 easy steps
1
Divide the string into rows according to
roof configuration (length, width, existing
obstacles, such as dormers or chimneys)

4

Unpack the row on roof one after another.
Then assemble the structures according
to the manual

5

Fasten the PV modules on assembling
structure using the clamps, installed on
profiled rails

2

3

Order the necessary rows for required
number of PV modules

Unload the packs with rows on site and lift
them to the roof, having put the packs on
necessary sections of the rood

6
Сonnect PV modules.

Unique components
Special aluminum profile

Roof fasteners

PV module clamps

Aluminum profile, specially designed for
diagonal loads that occurs at arrangement
of PV modules under inclination.

Unified roof fasteners for bituminous,
profiled flooring, metal tile and slate
(including bituminous slate) roofs.

Special clamps for quick & easy assembly of PV
modules.

All elements are supplied in assembly in order to optimize the mounting process. We have already done all that we could for you. No unnecessary movements on the roof!

Significant saving of time and money
Using Kripter StringSetter system, you save at each
stages:

1.
2.
3.
4.

time to design the solar field
money for logistics
money and time for assembly and mounting
money and time for search for missing components or
surplus payments for excessive materials
5. money for maintenance thanks to the highest quality of
materials
6. additional saving: 5% discount for the cost of components,
included into system Kripter!

